
From: Richard Alfvin alfvin@ieee.org
Subject:

Date: April 12, 2020 at 9:07 AM
To:

Hi All
This is a MANDATORY letter ballot for all IEEE 802.15 voters of record of as of April 10, 2020. 
Ballot Closes on April 20, 5pm ET.
IEEE 802.15 Voting members have an obligation to vote. Not returning two valid letter ballots in a 
sequence of three letter ballots may terminate your voting rights. 

DO NOT LOSE YOUR VOTING RIGHTS BY FORGETTING TO VOTE!

One of two remaining ballots, both on 802.15.13 OWC.  This one is for a PAR title change

From:   Multi-Gigabit per Second Optical Wireless Communications (OWC) with Ranges up to 200 meters
To:             Multi-Gigabit per Second Optical Wireless Communications (OWC), with Ranges up to 200 meters, for both 
stationary and mobile devices

Reason for the change:  For improved clarity and ease of seeing what is in the Standard, the Task Group felt the two main 
classes of application should be explicitly mentioned in the title

NOTE: I am unable to include a draft of the modification at this time due to a MyProject glitch.

Motion: that the 802.15 WG requests approval from the EC to modify the PAR title of 15-17-0076-04-0000_Multi-Gigabit 
OWC PAR, to the above, Including the explanatory note and to submit to NesCom.

Moved: Volker Jungnickel
Second: Rick Alfvin

Ballot Instructions:

Please read and follow these step by step instructions to complete and submit your vote on IEEE P802.15 Letter Ballot 
174 

1. Understand your Voting Options ___ YES WITHOUT COMMENT ___ NO (No comment required or accepted) 
___ ABSTAIN, Reason:__________________________________________________ 

2. Submit Your Vote by Email 
a. You MUST submit the following information in the body of your email or your ballot will be 

considered invalid.
b. AFFILIATION; you MUST declare your affiliation, in the body of the email and include the 

statement: "I am affiliated with [name of affiliation]" or the statement "I am not affiliated 
with any organization" 

c. VOTE; YES, NO or ABSTAIN due to lack of expertise, (e.g., "I vote YES.") 
3. Email your vote. Resend if not acknowledged within 2 business days. You will not get an 

acknowledgement, nor will your vote be counted, if you did not include an affiliation statement 
and/or did not correctly complete the subject field. Please double check what you sent to ensure 
both were done according to instructions or your vote will continue to be ignored. 

4. Send to:    
To: bheile@ieee.org
cc: alfvin@ieee.org, volker.jungnickel@hhi.fraunhofer.de, kai.lennert.bober@hhi.fraunhofer.de
Subject: LB174-familyName-givenName-yourVote    [Do not leave any spaces, use a "-" ]   
example: LB174-HEILE-ROBERT-YES   
If you have any questions on how to submit your ballot, please contact Rick Alfvin at: 
alfvin@ieee.org. 

Best

Bob
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